
Read and Answer 

ATick () the correct options. 
1. This story is about 

a. children in a school playing with an elephant. 
b. an elephant's adventures. 

a brave girl who helped a lost elephant 
2 The elephant escaped from a 

a. Circus. 
b. ZOO. 

CJungle. 
3 The elephant escaped to the 

a. jungle. 
b. park. 

CSchool 
4. When Tara offered the elephant an apple, the elephant 

a. ran away. 
b. trampled the flowers. C.ate it. 

BAnswer these questions. 
1 What did Tara do first after school was over? 

2. Where did Tara get the apples from? 

3 What did she do with the apples? 

4 How did the circus owner reward Tara? 

CDiscuss in class. HOTS 
1 How do you think Tara got her grand idea? 

2. Why do you think Tara wanted the men with sticks to keep away from 

the elephant? 

Word Wise SYNONYMS 
CONTRACTIONS 

Find words from the story that mean the same as these words. 

mkimd 
1. good 3 nastyy 

2. large Pwa 4. frightened 



E Circle the odd word out in each set. 

1. buns cakes cap bread 

Zoo 2. Circus school museum 

field 3. park lake garden 
4. elephant snake Wolf bear 

5. book 
room pencil pen 

6. flowers bunch heap pile 

Look at these short forms carefully. 
has not > hasn't do not > don't should not > shouldn't 

Fill in the blanks with the short forms of these words. 
4are not a1ent 

5. had not hadh't 

6 does not eoesn't 

1. is not isn't 

didn't 
3. was not wasn't 

2 did not 

Write a new word that begins with the last letter of the given word. 

1 NEW wall list 

aden 

Jam 
2. LIVE 

Hince 3. Z00 

Spell Right 
HThe long o sound is spelt with oa as in road, ow as in slow or oe/o as in doe/tomato. it can also be written with o followed by a silent e at the end of the word. Look at the pictures and write their names. 

phon 2 
4 

3. 



5 uindeu botalo 
A. 5. 6. 

FULL STOPS, 

Punctuation QUESTION MARKS 
********. 

Rearrange the words to make sentences. 

Put in full stops or question marks. 

1. LION: dare wake how me you up How daHe you wake ma ? 
2. MOUSE: let go please me Please Je me O 

3a caught in few the lion days later was a net A ew clauys daleMS ha uon 

was caugh in a n 

4. LION: please somebody me help somabody pleOA haLb 

5. MOUSE: cut net I will the set free you and ulüll ut the nuand Sol 

ouRD 
6. LION: small even friend a be a c�n mduse Eveh a meuL can b 

a und. 
7. friends walked the together new away 

ha ne yuunds walkrol auuay 

Iggeh. 
Understand Grammar PREPOSITIONS 

o 

Words like under, above, in, on, at, to, near and beside are called 

prepositions. They tell us where things are or the position of something 

The table is near the cupboard. 
The cupboard is beside the bed. 

The bed is between the cupboard and the table. 
45 memamummms 



Usino Where is the kitten? Look at the pictures and fill in the blanke the blanks 

prepositions from the box. 

under up on between in 

the television set. 
1 The kitten is . 

0.. 
2. It is now the drawer. 

w 3 It is climbing the curtain. 

4. It has gone undl the bed. 

5. Now it is sleeping beluwgn e puppy and Annie! 

************************************************* 

Use Grammar 
***************************** ******************* 

Where is Rahul? Work in pairs and frame sentences with on, beside 
and under. 

O 
Rahul us stmding Rahul i buel, Rahul s 

undut he u dhe bookshe iding 
This can be used as a Speaking Exercise. 



Do this activity in pairs. Tell your partner that you saw a perso 

animal or a thing. She/He will try to guess where you saw it. 

YOU: saw a pigeon today. 

PARTNER: Did you see it on a tree? 

YOU: No, I didn't. 

PARTNER: Was it in your garden? 

YOU: Yes, it was. 

Write Well 

M Help Tara to complete her diary entry about the incident with the elephant. 

21 October 2020 

Dear Diary. 
T had a great adventure today! Timmy told us that an elephant had escaped 

from the circus. He also said that the elephant was bad and would be 

chased by men with sticks. I was sad to hear this s0. 

Life Skills 

NThere are times when we get very angry and do foolish things. 

In fact, most of us make mistakes when we do something in anger. 

Cross (X) the things that we should not do when we are angry. 

X 
Shout at the person who has made us angry. 

Go and sit somewhere alone till we are feeling better. 

Tear up the person's books. 

Try to understand why we are angry 47 

This can be used as a Speaking Exercise. 



ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES 

for Listening & Speaking 

Listen Carefully
OYour teacher will read out complete sentences. Fill in the blanks 

with the missing words. 

Timmy Shawkd loudly 
2. Tara isned to Timmy. 

3. The elephant at 

4. The men to the park. 

5. Tara HOdL on the elephant. 

the apples. 

Speak Well 

PA newspaper reporter asks Tara some questions. Work with 
a partner. Take turns to be Tara and the reporter. Ask and 

answer these questions. 

Where did you find the elephant? 

What did you do when you saw the elephant? 

How did you get the idea of feeding apples to the elephant? 

What did the elephant do when you gave him the apples? 

How did you feel when you rode on the elephant's back? 

REPORTER: Tara, may I ask you some questions 

about what happened at the park? 

TARA: Certainly! What would you like to know? 

REPORTER: I heard that you tamed a wild elephant. 

TARA: No, it wasn't a wild elephant. 
The elephant had actually 

escaped from. 

Listening text on page 63 
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